
Diving into diversity:
Taking a look at
personal bias in youth
work.
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Why? 

Because of that, we have developed a training
that would support youth workers' self-
awareness and give them tools to understand
their own biases, stereotypes and prejudges
that keep them from involving and including all
young people equally.

Our societies are becoming more
diverse, not to mention multifaceted.
As youth workers, we are cautious at
times about approaching diversity
and incorporating minority groups
into our communities and youth
activities because we are unfamiliar
with their culture and traditions. 



Objectives

Objective 2

Objective 1

Objective 4

To increase youth workers'
self-awareness and
adaptiveness while working
with young people from
diverse backgrounds

To offer participants
an opportunity to
reflect and discover
their personal biases

To give participants an
opportunity to develop their
design and facilitation skills by
developing sessions that can
later be transferred to local
realities

Develop participants'
understanding of
communities and media and
how they are influencing our
perception of selves and
others 

Objective 3

The main aim of this training course is to
increase youth worker's self-awareness

and equip them with tools that would
support their everyday work on creating a

supportive and equal learning
environment for young people

 



Youth trainers/workers;
People who are actively working
with young people professionally
or voluntarily;
Participants that have a creative
attitude!
Aged 18+

Target Group



Details

Timeline and venue
11th - 19th March 2023 
Malta 

Accommodation and lodging are covered 100%
by the Erasmus + Programme.
Travel expenses partially covered by Erasmus + 
(the amount depends on the route to the venue
of the training)

Financial aspects



Travelling budget

275€

Italy Germany Poland Spain
275€275€ 275€

275€

Czech
Republic Hungary Estonia

275€275€



Your travel route is from the sending country to Malta and back;
You have chosen reasonable and economical means of transportation (e.g.
student fares for flight tickets, cheap airlines, 2nd class trains);
Your travel dates are according to the programme (you can stay up to two
more days in Malta, before or after the project, at your expense);
You provide us with the ORIGINAL receipts, invoices, boarding passes, or
train/bus tickets.

According to the restrictions of the Erasmus+ Programme, the following must be
fulfilled to be eligible for a refund:  

Important!



How to apply?

https://forms.gle/ZuV2KJUM23nsEzem7
Fill in the following form:

Deadline: 10th February 2023

             

https://forms.gle/ZuV2KJUM23nsEzem7


Send a screenshot for
confirmation to
president@shs.org.mt

The screen shot should
contain the Dates, Route
and Price

Without confirmation from 
us, Tickets will not be
reimbursed

We can help you find
the best routes!

Before buying your tickets !



Questions? 

president@shs.org.mt
Tonio Galea
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